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Stage:
dimensions:

total size
(incl. space taken up by the audience stands)

approx.: 18m deep by 17m wide

size of performing area
(covered by black or white marley floor)

12,90m deep by 16,50m wide

height of roof

approx.: 6,20m

height of lighting bars

5m

clearance underneath roof structure
(maximum height of set)

4,50m

floor:

sprung brown wooden floor, not chipping (varnished multiplex)
black or white vinyl dance marley, max. dimensions 12,90m x 16,50m

masking:

the walls of our stage consist of sandblasted red brick, there are 4 heating devices (neutral
looking) placed near the walls.
we have 14 black theater curtains of 3 m wide, these can be hung from the lighting bars as
leggings or side curtains and/or can be combined (overlapping) to a backdrop or space
dividing curtain

power:

there are several 16 amp wall sockets (Belgian standard round 2 pin + ground pin) on the
left & right wall and 1 beneath the floor.
max. power use for the entire building is approx. 55kW (80A three phase 400V), this
includes dimmers, spotlights, audio equipment and any other electrical equipment or
appliance connected.

lights:

General work lights: fluorescent tubes fixed to the ceiling of the stage, operated by a light
switch next to the entrance door.
Spotlights can be hung from the fixed lighting bars above the entire stage.

audience stands:

there are 6 mobile audience stand-units in the stage. these cannot be moved out, but can
be placed anywhere in the stage (permitting the emergency exits are kept open). each unit
has a capacity of 13 people, except 1 unit where the tech table is, that one can only seat 4
people. there is a mirror and a ballet-bar for rehearsals on the back of 4 units.
maximum seating capacity =69.
dimension of units approx.: 2,80m deep by 2,50m wide.

